
SENTENCE SKILLS

Take one of our many ACCUPLACER Sentence Skills practice tests for a run- through of commonly asked questions.
You will receive incredibly detailed scoring.

Believe it or not, many people shy away from this method of studying. Rewrite Question The next question
presents a sentence along with the beginning of a rewrite of that sentence. Combined with your academic
scores and background, the test results are used to place you in the right courses based on your needs and
abilities. The original sentence has a comma splice error as two independent clauses are incorrectly joined by a
comma, rather than a semicolon or a conjunction. This is the only answer choice that correctly matches subject
and verb. Prioritize your studying material. This type of -ing phrase is known as a present participle phrase.
Question 8 Since blank it appeared to the naked eye, a piece of paper that contains a message written in
invisible ink is clever. You should pay special attention to the grammatical principles stated in each one. The
sentence should read as follows: John can run faster than I. D the firemen pulled down the frightened cat and
were stuck high in the tree. Answer B splits up scientists and extinction, which confuses the meaning. Choose
the answer which best continues the rewrite while maintaining the same meaning as the original sentence. This
answer is the most concise. In addition to tracking your own progress, this enables you to study with groups. A
brisk walk, a healthy snack, and eight hours of sleep have been shown to effectively boost both memory and
productivity. Because he is ill. A the frightened cat was stuck high in the tree and had to be pulled down by the
firemen. The information includes the percentile you scored at and visual aids that illustrate your performance
on each question. The correct form of the sentence is: John is absent today because he is ill. By working on
these specific concepts, you will become efficient and confident in the more challenging areas of the test.
Answers A and C have incorrect tenses. However, scientific research shows that the best way to absorb
relevant information is through self-testing. Question 9 Double-checking her timer, the chef turned the beef
wellington in the oven. The second type consists of construction shift questions; students are asked to rewrite a
sentence according to the criteria shown while maintaining the same meaning as the original sentence. When
extra information is given in a sentence, commas must be used before and after the clause containing the
information. Alternatively, you might like to try our free online test. A Scientists have found evidence that
acid rain was a major cause of the largest extinction B The largest extinction, caused by acid rain, was found
by scientists to have happened C Scientists have been finding evidence that acid rain is being a major cause of
the largest extinction D The largest extinction, which was found by scientists happening, could have been a
major cause Question 6 Explanation: The correct answer is A. In the second half, you must select the proper
sequence of words when a sentence is rewritten in a different form. Choose your practice pack today! The first
half of the test requires you to pick the best-fitting phrase for an underlined part of a sentence. Horseback
riding without a saddle is called bareback riding, the rider must possess skill, good balance, and coordination
in order to enjoy this activity safely A. You pay with a stolen credit card, this C. The correct answer is B.
Especially in English courses, students are assessed based on how well they express themselves. John can run
faster than me. Even the feedback provides a look into the percentage of people who responded to each
question with the right answer.


